Founded in 1999, Beijing Children’s Legal Aid and Research Center ("BCLARC"), was the first Chinese NGO specializing in children’s rights. BCLARC is well-known in China for its role of speaking up child rights both in individual cases and at the policy level. BCLARC also gains reputation from its relentless efforts mobilizing legal profession, civil society organizations, media, and government to promote child welfare in China. More than 100,000 minors and their families have benefited from the legal services of BCLARC. It has already deeply participated in the draft or revision work of Minors’ Protection Law of PRC, Anti-domestic Law and other policies concerning child rights protection. BCLARC is active in bridging local needs and global governance and introducing international standards to China. In 2011, BCLARC was granted with special consultative status by the ECOSOC.

BCLARC pays great attention on international cooperation. It has established cooperation with international organizations such as UNICEF, Save the Children. BCLARC attended the 35th Meeting of United Nations Human Rights Council on June 2017 and hosted a side meeting on Anti-sexual abuses on children. In 2009, Yoo Soon-taek, the wife of United Nations Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon visited BCLARC and in 2017,
Marta Santos Pais, the United Nations Special Representative of the Secretary-General on Violence against Children visited the BCLARC, both of them speak highly of the work of BCLARC.
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